2016 Report

Includes the Great Channel Islands and Great Northern Irish

The battle to tackle

beach litter continues

If you’re a regular organiser or beach clean volunteer
you’ll know that you’ve usually had to wait until the
following year to read the full details. But, thanks to
improved systems, we can now bring you all the results
just two months after the event itself!
The September 2016 Great British Beach Clean saw
just short of 6,000 volunteers clean 364 beaches
around the UK and record the litter they found.

Thanks to everyone who took part – your support is unbelievable!
It’s because of you that we can create campaigns that really make a
difference – #wetwipesturnnasty, Don’t Let Go, Hang on to your Tackle
– to name but a few!
Our 2016 results have revealed a mixed picture when it comes to beach litter.
You picked up 268,384 individual pieces, which, over just one weekend, is a
disaster for our beaches (although it’s actually a bit less than last year).
The number of plastic bags you found have almost halved in a year – we reckon
that’s down to the charge at the checkout. Many of you had supported our calls for
the 5p charge, which is now in place across the whole UK.
But there was an astonishing rise in the amount of balloon related litter – up over
50% on 2015 – and you also found more drinks containers, caps and lids too
– up more than 4% on the previous year.
Follow us on Twitter (@mcsuk) or like our Facebook page – Marine
Conservation Society, to keep up to date with all our beach
litter work.

Looking forward to seeing you in
September 2017!

Lauren Eyles Beachwatch Manager

campaigns

Apart from picking up litter at hundreds of beaches every
year, our Beachwatch programme – of which the Great British
Beach Clean is the flagship event – has another vital strand.
The collection of data by our volunteers shapes the work our
Pollution Team does. It’s a slow old job, because changing habits
and perceptions can’t be achieved overnight – but 23 years
after we ran our first nationwide September event, there are
really positive signs that beach litter is being taken seriously by
the people who can make a difference – politicians, retailers,
manufacturers, the media and, of course, the public.

Single use carrier bags

Deposit return systems

Wet wipes

Introduced in Wales in
2011, Northern Ireland in
2013, Scotland in 2014
and England in 2015, due
to pressure from MCS (as
well as other partners).

The amount of drinks
container litter on beaches
has risen again in 2016.
MCS in Scotland has been
leading the 'Have you Got
the Bottle' campaign to
back a bottle deposit return
system – where you get
your deposit back when you
return your bottle – simple!

Wet wipes are clogging up our
sewers and spilling on to our
beaches, and we have seen a
near 7-fold increase over the
last decade. We launched our
'Wet wipes turn nasty (when
you flush them)' campaign
this year, which shows the
extent of the problem.

the 5p charge

In 2016, the number of
plastic bags found on UK
beaches has fallen by 22%
since a charge was first
introduced five years ago.

The 5p charge has not resulted
in consumer meltdown, as
some predicted, but has been
embraced at the checkout.

who's got the bottle?

We want to see a return
system across the whole of
the UK, not just in Scotland,
so we’re rolling out a UK–wide
social media campaign –
#wildbottlesighting for people
to take pictures of bottles
they find anywhere & post on
their feeds! We’ll create a big
map to show where the most
bottles are sighted to use
at public and parliamentary
events.

retailer commitment

This year our Pollution Team
has joined forces with water
companies to put pressure
on the public, retailers
and manufacturers to do
something about wipes.
We are asking for this
misleading labelling to be
stamped out – so the public
are clear – only the 3 Ps down
the loo – pee, poo and paper.

Beach grasses and beach litter backgrounds © Natasha Ewins; Volunteers recording finds © Richard Harrington; Plastic bag on beach © Nicola Greaves; Consumers with bags © Stuart Askew; Bottle © Jade Boaler; Wet wipe © Rachel Stephens

Volunteers + Data =
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What did we find?
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Number of volunteers
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Here's the top 10 items that were found during
the Great British Beach Clean 2016.

10 %
15

1 Plastic / polystyrene pieces (0–50 cm)

204.4/100m

Where did it come from?
Non–sourced 42.5%
Hard to know where it’s
from – mainly because
it’s too tiny to identify.

Medical 0.2%
Not very nice – pill
packets to syringes.

Fly-tipped 0.8%
Big stuff like TVs and tyres.

Fishing 9.6%

Shipping 3.2%

All the things from lobster
pots to fishing nets, that
help anglers and commercial
fishermen catch seafood.

Stuff lost, or thrown
overboard from small
craft or massive ships.

SRD 7.0%

Public 36.7%

Sewage Related Debris is stuff
that’s flushed down the loo but
should go in the bin.

All the stuff that we, the public,
have a hand in helping get
to the beach.

2 Cigarette stubs

49.2/100m
43.9/100m



4 Caps & lids

35.3/100m



5 String / cord (thickness 0–1 cm)

27.0/100m



6 Cotton bud sticks

23.7/100m



7 Glass

23.3/100m

ò

8 Wet wipes


9 Fishing line

You don’t have to wait until next September – there are events
throughout the year. You can find out about clean-ups close to where
you live via the events tab at www.mcsuk.org/beachwatch

Make sure you save the dates!



3 Packets (crisp, sweet, lolly, sandwich)

14.1/100m

Keen to get back beach cleaning?



12.9/100m

ò

10 Plastic drinks bottles

12.5/100m

15th – 18th September 2017

ò

Plastic pieces, Caps & lids © Natasha Ewins; Cigarette stubs, Packets © Richard Harrington; String © Hilary Nelson; Cotton bud sticks © B Chapman / KWT; Bottle © Jade Boaler; Glass © Laura Foster; Wet wipes © Rachel Stephens; Fishing line © Jacki Clark; Plastic bottles © MCS
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In June 2016 almost 1,000 people took part in
our challenge to give up single use plastic!
It’s no easy challenge when you consider that
pretty much everything we touch is made of
plastic and much of it is single use. Where do you
get your dried goods from? What about your milk
and loo paper?

1st – 30th June 2017

Our Plastic Challenge community offered tips,
advice and support, and you’d be surprised at how
resourceful people are when they need to be!

Find out more about the Plastic Challenge on www.mcsuk.org/plasticchallenge
and Twitter #plasticchallenge

Follow or like us on social media and keep up to date with everything we do..
01989 566 017 W www.mcsuk.org

facebook.com/mcsuk

twitter.com/mcsuk

Marine Conservation Society, Overross House, Ross Park, Ross-on-Wye, Herefordshire HR9 7US

The Marine Conservation Society’s
sustainable seafood and beach litter
work is supported by players of
People’s Postcode Lottery.

Water filtration specialists BRITA partnered
with MCS on the 2016 Plastic Challenge and
Great British Beach Clean event to highlight
the environmental cost of single use plastics.

Porthtowan beach clean © MCS
531-2016
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